
BESPOKE COLLECTION
Our Bespoke Luxury Bathroom Modules offer

the ultimate experience in flexibility and design

using the latest in environmentally superior

marine vacuum technology which is currently

used in luxury cruise ships and commercial

airlines. 

THE RANGE 
The modules come in a range of four styles: a stand-alone

toilet cubicle, a urinal wall panel, an accessible unit and also

a stand-alone vanity. The uniqueness of each module is the

width.  Based on multiples of 0.9m, they have the ability to

fold up into trolley sized compartments.  

 

This allows the modules to be installed in any building with a

standard doorway entrance.  With that in mind, it is possible

to install the modules in any number of configurations to suit

the event design and venue.  

 

The flexibility allows the event manager to showcase their

creativity using custom design layouts for patrons and

potential sponsors. including powder rooms and display

areas. 
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BESPOKE PAN

BESPOKE URINAL
Comes in a set of 3 urinals

W1.8m, x D0.90m x H2.5m

Electrical LED lighting

BESPOKE VANITY 
Single vanity with storage

Assembled: W0.90, d0.60, H2.5 

2x 240v 5w LED

W0.90m x D1.8m, H2.5m

Electrical LED lighting

No step entry  

hand basin and sanitiser in each cubicle

BESPOKE ACCESSIBLE
Accessible friendly unit

With sink, mirror and LED lighting 

W1.8m, D2.6m, H clearance 2.8m
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The possibilities are endless...
Let us know your marquee specifications and we'll 
tailor a solution to suit. 
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Contact our team today to discuss 
your next event! 

TOILETCALC
Download our App from  

the Apple or Android store 

to calculate your toilet and  

shower requirements. 

Point Piper

BENEFITS 
Flexible configuration

Sophisticated design

Vacuum technology reducing water  

and waste by 90%

No pump outs required

You can now access the dream venue you have

always wanted - double story marquees, heritage

buildings, convention centres, private homes and

many more exciting but difficult to access

prospective venues. 


